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Abstract

This talk describes several methods for allowing a user to purchase digital content without revealing to anyone what specific item is being purchased. The talk first presents two basic schemes, one based on anonymous cash, and the other based on blind decryption, and compares them according to criteria such as efficiency and functionality. Then other features are introduced, such as having different items cost different amounts, or having additional authorization required for some items (such as "over age 21" or "citizen of US"). Then we discuss a deployment scenario in which all communication between the content provider and the user is done via a sealed box, provided by the content provider. We show that if the user can only passively monitor communications, there is no way for the user to be able to detect if the box is informing the content provider about the user's purchases. However, we demonstrate a way in which the user can interact with the box, and cooperatively construct messages to be transmitted, in such a way that the DRM concerns of the content provider cannot be circumvented, but yet there is no opportunity for covert channels between the box and the content provider.
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